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A long time ago, the medicine
wheels were in outer space.
They were beautiful and had
every power except one. They
could not touch. The medicine
wheels looked down and they
saw Mother Earth. They saw
many creatures who could touch
but had no feeling. The medicine
wheels said to one another,
“Why don’t we do down and
enter into those creatures’
bodies so that their egos can
feel and so that the medicine
wheels can touch. Look, down
there are all those creatures
walking around who cannot
know each other.” So the
medicine wheels come down,
and it is called conception. At
conception the medicine wheel
becomes brilliant and then
chooses a color. I always know
when a woman has conceived –
because of the large and small
lights. Power has entered her
body. At death, the medicine
wheel returns to outer space and
the earthbound body returns to
Mother Earth. Our medicine

wheel creates feeling and
sentiments to give us balance.

Medicine power is the power to
bring harmony and balance into
your life and into the life of
others. When you begin to
balance yourself in a medicine
way, you begin to see magical
glimpses because you are telling
the beings of the earth that you
believe in beauty. You are
becoming beauty… To learn
medicine is to spin or to weave
the concept of life into tangible
forms. To life beyond your
ordinary vision and see the
forces that give us life. This is
why I am teaching you to
understand things with all of
your being, with all of your
senses.
Agnes Whistling Elk

My Dear Friend,
Let me share with you my
deepest thoughts about our
coming JT event. It is seldom
that you attend a sacred fire
prepared in the old deeply
spiritual ways. You will have this
wonderful experience, and that
is just the beginning. Please read
on, as I explain how this event
comes to be.
As the new life of spring begins
to emerge, the colors and
excitement awaken in us a
renewed appreciation for the
beauty that surrounds us. We
are encouraged once again to
surround ourselves with beauty,
in our homes, our workplaces,
our gardens. This expression of
beauty is an expression of our
highest nature, ringing bells of
joy that begin in some way to
heal the turmoil of the world
around us. Feel yourself
softening in the gentle spring
breezes, and see the shapes and
colors of your dreams as they
germinate.
I have spent some time with the
Sisterhood lately, and they are
so excited about all the

possibility that awaits each of
you this Spring and at our event.
They see you all living a joyously
loving life, and can see the
abundance and grace that is
yours to claim. They also realize
how daunting it can be to find
that inner wound, the unhealed
scar within that keeps us from
claiming all that is rightfully ours.
They watch some of you turn to
others, hoping someone will heal
your wound for you.

When the medicine wheels
descended to the earth and
“bumped into” each of us, they
gave us the ability to change any
agreements we have made with
our reality. That is the medicine
power of the Teachings of the
Shields.
If your reality is not as you
would have it be, if you are not
living your truth, the medicine
wheels have given you the ability
and the power to change the
way you are living until you are
standing in the center of your
truth, in the center of your own
power. You can move into the
unknown aspects of yourself, the
essence of who you are as a
person, and make them real.
You become your higher self, a
person of power and begin to
manifest the most sacred and
essential aspects of yourself into
the physical realm for all to see.

I am constantly looking for ways to work with you, to give you tools
to assist you in this transformation and healing. I so dearly hope you
will join me this year at our Joshua Tree Gathering in Paradise Valley,

AZ, as we explore “The Winds of Change Claiming your
Radiance.” Use the Healing Power of Your Inner Oracle by accessing
the transformative energy of the Sacred Vision Oracle Cards. These
beautiful cards are designed to lead you as you tap into your own
inner oracle, reach deeply within and begin to find the power of your
own truth, and how to use that power to heal whatever is keeping
you from living a shamanic life of power and love. These magical
cards are just one tool crafted carefully for you by the Sisterhood of
the Shields, and we will work with many other tools as well. I look
forward to seeing you!
In love and spirit,
Lynn

For more information at

www.lynnandrews.com

The Lynn Andrews Shaman Mystery School is a four-year Sacred School.
During the first 2 years, you acquire and develop your shaman
sight, perception, world view and the ability to heal your Self,
uncovering and releasing the conditioning and experiences that have
created energy blocks and kept you from finding your Authentic Self
and joy in life.
In the final 2 years, as you continue this journey of shamanic
development and deep personal learning, you experience how to

choreograph energy in magical ways, to open your heart to
all new views of your own life, and take what you are
learning out into the world to heal and empower others.

The Sisterhood of the Shields and I began this Mystery School to give us the
opportunity to work with you! It is my dearest wish to walk this path with
you over the next four years

For Information on Registration:
www.lynnandrews.com

Writing Spirit – The School registration is now open year-round for both
Year One and Year Two. Register before Dec 1 to attend Lynn’s Writers
Retreat in Arizona, held the second weekend in January.

For More Information, and to Register click HERE
www.lynnandrews.com
*********************
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Have you visited Lynn’s New Online Store????
it’s easier than ever to order whatever you want of
Lynn’s many wonderful offerings – books, meditations,
JT CD sets, and so much more!

******************************

Kindred Spirits Radio with Lynn Andrews
9 am PT, 12 pm ET
4th Tuesday Every Month

Tune in on Lynn’s Website!

